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FOCUSED REVIEW

A recent study, based on a combination of multidetector computed tomography scanning of an intact specimen with microcomputed tomography and histological analysis of lung tissue samples, reported that the number of terminal bronchioles were reduced from approximately 44,500/lung pair in control (donor) lungs to approximately 4800/lung pair in lungs donated by individuals with very severe (Global initiative for chronic Obstructive Lung Disease stage 4) chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) treated by lung transplantation. The present short review discusses the hypothesis that a rapid rate of terminal bronchiolar destruction causes the rapid decline in lung function leading to advanced COPD. With respect to why the terminal bronchioles are targeted for destruction, the postulated mechanisms of this destruction and the possibility that new treatments are able to either prevent or reverse the underlying cause of airway obstruction in COPD are addressed.
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The Global initiative for chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) has drawn attention to the fact that chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) continues to increase in the developed world (1). Moreover, a recent worldwide population-based study indicating that its prevalence in the population >40 years of age is approximately 10% (2) suggests that COPD will remain a major worldwide public health problem until better methods of prevention and treatment are found. A diagnosis of COPD is made by measuring the volume of air that can be forcibly expired from total lung capacity and treatment are found. A diagnosis of COPD is made by measuring the expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) and comparing it with the forced vital capacity (FVC) measured during a similar manoeuvre when no time limit is applied. When the FEV1/FVC ratio is <70%, COPD is said to be present and is assigned (Figure 1) to mild (GOLD 1), moderate (GOLD 2), severe (GOLD 3) and very severe (GOLD 4) categories based on the level of FEV1 expressed as a percent predicted. Figure 1 presents data collected by Fletcher and Peto (3) on the natural history of COPD. They measured FEV1 at different time points compared with the individuals’ predicted FEV1 at 25 years of age. These data show the rate of decline that occurs in nonsmokers as they age compared with similar data on the majority of current smokers and those who stopped smoking over the same period. Importantly, it shows that there is a susceptible minority of smokers who develop COPD at a rate that will place them in the severe and very severe categories of COPD as they age. Some individuals may be in this category because poor lung development or childhood infection prevented them from reaching their predicted maximum at 25 years of age. The relative contribution of environmental exposure and genetic predisposition to those whose FEV1 declines rapidly remains poorly understood. Up until the 1960s, the small conducting airways were believed to be the major site of obstruction to flow below the larynx in the normal lung. However, this opinion began to change with the appearance of Weibel’s classic 1963 monograph on the anatomy of the human lung (4), which provided quantitative data showing that the total number and lumen cross-sectional area of the small conducting airways increases exponentially with each generation of airway branching. This anatomical arrangement greatly improves the mixing of each tidal breath with the much larger volume of gas present in the lung at end expiration by slowing the bulk flow of inhaled gas and facilitating its diffusion into the distal airspaces. Green (5) subsequently used these new data to calculate the resistance to flow in the small airways and found that it was substantially less than the existing paradigm suggested. Shortly thereafter, Hogg et al (6) provided the first direct measurements of the resistance to...
flow in human airways <2 mm in diameter and established that these airways accounted for only approximately 20% of the total resistance below the larynx but are the major site of airway obstruction in COPD. These results have been confirmed by others (7). This increase in resistance to flow in the small conducting airways combined with emphysematous destruction of the elastic recoil force available to drive air out of the lung accounts for the reduction in FEV1 and FEV1/FVC in COPD. Moreover, because the product of resistance (cmH2O/L/s) and lung elastic recoil (L/cmH2O) has the units of time, their combined effect determines the time taken for the lung to empty during forced expiration (8). Therefore, individuals with mild disease who experience no breathing discomfort may develop symptoms of dyspnea and chest tightness during exercise because the increased rate of breathing provides too little time for the lung to return to the normal end expiratory volume at the end of each breath (9).

The boundary region between purely conducting airways and the gas-exchanging surface of the lung is formed by the division of terminal bronchioles into first-order respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The bottom row of images left to right show a diagram of Leopold and Gough’s (11) concept of a primary centrilobular lesion in which thick-walled narrowed terminal bronchioles (TB) supply destroyed respiratory bronchioles (RB). A circuit diagram (bottom center) of normal lung anatomy in which preterminal bronchioles (R3) supply terminal bronchioles R1 and R2 that supply alveoli labelled C1 and C2. As well as a second circuit diagram (bottom right) showing the abnormal situation in CLE in which destruction of a terminal bronchiole indicated by removal of R1 leave isolated normal alveoli C1 to be supplied by the enlarged low resistance collateral channels R4 opened by centrilobular emphysematosus destruction that develops beyond thick-walled terminal bronchioles that survive the destructive process.

Figure 2) The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear. A normal bronchogram in which a bronchiole divides into a cluster of preterminal and terminal bronchioles to form a normal lung lobeule (middle); and a centrilobular emphysematosus (CLE) space formed by the coalescence of destroyed respiratory bronchioles supplied by several different terminal bronchioles (right). The top row of images left to right show a microcomputed tomography (microCT) image of a normal terminal bronchiole dividing into two respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear.
this reduction in terminal bronchioles occurs; and what is the relationship between terminal bronchiolar and emphysematous destruction of gas-exchanging tissue?

The major risk factor for COPD is the persistent inhalation of toxic particles and gases caused primarily, but not exclusively, by smoking tobacco (1). Other similar risk factors include the polluted personal atmosphere surrounding those who cook food in much of the developing world, chronic exposure to exhaust from internal combustion engines and a variety of other industrial and domestic processes that contaminate the atmosphere with toxic airborne particles (1). Previous work has shown that airborne particles >0.5 µm in diameter tend to leave the stream of flowing gas and impact the walls of larger airways as the gas flow changes direction at airway branch points. In contrast, airborne particles <0.5 µm in diameter are capable of reaching the region of the airways where the flow slows and diffusion of gas begins. However, because particles <0.5 µm in diameter are approximately 1000 times larger than oxygen molecules and have a root mean square diffusion capability of only 10 µm/s compared with 6 mm/s (ie, 6000 µm/s) for molecules the size of oxygen (11), these small particles are significantly more likely to deposit in the transitional region of the airways because they are unable to diffuse deeper into the alveolar air spaces. In addition, the fact that the surface area of terminal bronchioles is much smaller than respiratory bronchioles where alveoli first appear means that the dose of particles per unit surface area is greater in terminal than in respiratory bronchioles. Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that terminal bronchioles are destroyed before the respiratory bronchioles because they receive a higher dose of particulates. Images in Figure 2 show the consequences of this destruction. The figure on the bottom left shows Leopold and Gough's interpretation of the primary centrilobular lesion (12). The images in the lower central and right of Figure 2 represent electrical circuit models of the normal anatomy in which a preterminal bronchiole divides into two terminal bronchioles (bottom centre) and centrilobular emphysema (bottom right) in which destruction of one terminal bronchiole isolates normal alveoli that are supplied by enlarged collateral channels formed by emphysematous destruction beyond the remaining terminal bronchiolus.

The mechanism(s) of lung tissue destruction in COPD is linked to the tissue repair process stimulated by repetitive inhalational injury. This type of tissue repair differs fundamentally from the tissue repair process that follows a single injury. Although both can activate the coagulation cascade to initiate damage control and stimulate an inflammatory response to both protect the tissue from infection and initiate the demarcation of dead and dying tissue, the major difference is that following a single injury, the inflammatory process recedes as fibroblasts migrate into the tissue to lay down matrix that eventually form a permanent scar, whereas repetitive injury is associated with a persistent inflammatory process, tissue destruction and abnormal scar formation (ie, fibrosis) (13-15). The proteolysis/antiproteolysis imbalance theory for emphysematous tissue destruction in COPD was derived from observations that linked low circulating levels of alpha 1-antitrypsin (A1AT) to the presence of panlobular emphysematous destruction (16). The theory was supported by experimental evidence showing that A1AT was a major inhibitor of neutrophil elastase and that instillation of neutrophil elastase into animal lungs produced emphysema-like lesions (17). This hypothesis was subsequently extended to tobacco smoke-induced emphysematous destruction by experiments showing that serum elastase inhibiting capacity was suppressed by exposure to tobacco smoke and that this suppression could be prevented by adding antioxidants to the serum (18). Further experiments demonstrating that the oxidation of methionine at either position 351 or 358 of A1AT suppressed its elastase binding capability provided a molecular basis for the integrating oxidative/antioxidant mechanisms with the proteolysis/antiproteolysis theory (19).

Additional application of molecular techniques to this problem revealed that the transcription factor Nrf2, responsible for regulating the cytoprotective and detoxifying programs that prevent toxic oxygen damage, is downregulated in lung tissue from persons with COPD (20,21). Very recent experiments have shown that the phytochemical compound sulforaphane can elevate Nrf2, improve bacterial recognition and phagocytosis of human alveolar macrophages in patients with COPD, and improve bacterial clearance and killing in wild-type but not in Nrf2-deficient mice (22). Collectively, these results support the hypothesis that improved antioxidant therapy might prevent tissue destruction in COPD; however, this hypothesis has not been tested in clinical trials.

Studies of the repair process indicate that fibroblasts isolated from lungs affected by COPD behave differently than normal lung fibroblasts (23,24). In addition, studies of an animal model of Marfan syndrome have established that the emphysematous destruction associated with this syndrome can be prevented in a mouse model of Marfan syndrome by either blocking the transforming growth factor-beta pathway with a neutralizing antibody or administering the angiotensin receptor II blocker losartan (25). More importantly, a second report from the same group has shown that losartan can also reverse tobacco smoke-induced emphysema in wild-type mice (26,27). These observations suggest that angiotensin receptor blockers are able to slow the rate of tissue destruction in COPD. Other intracellular signalling pathways known to be involved in tissue repair that have also been implicated in the pathogenesis of COPD include the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), Wnt and INOS signalling pathways. For example, the chronic blockade of the VEGF signalling pathway critical to angiogenesis and the formation of new vessels during tissue repair produces emphysema-like lesions in the lungs of rats (28). In addition, the Wnt signalling pathways that are known to participate in the control of inflammation, programmed cell death and mobilization of stem cell reservoirs within damaged tissue (29), have recently been implicated in emphysematous destruction by experiments showing that stimulation of Wnt signalling by lithium chloride reverses tobacco smoke-induced emphysema in smoke-exposed mice (30). Furthermore, mice lacking inducible nitric oxide synthase have been shown to be protected against tobacco smoke-induced emphysema, and treatment of wild-type mice with an inducible nitric oxide synthase inhibitor both prevented and reversed tobacco smoke-induced emphysematous destruction in mice (31). Although these animal studies are interesting, no clinical trials involving patients with COPD have been reported.

**SUMMARY**

The hypothesis that terminal bronchioli are the primary target for tissue destruction in COPD is supported by microCT evidence that destruction of the terminal bronchioli precedes emphysematous destruction. This observation is attributable to the increased dose of toxic particulates delivered to these airways because the smaller particles that reach the transitional region of the airways tend to remain there, being unable to diffuse more deeply into the lungs. The observation that terminal bronchiolar destruction isolates alveoli supplied by the destroyed airways, coupled with the observation that the centrilobular spaces are always supplied by patent terminal bronchioli, strongly supports the hypothesis that centrilobular emphysematous destruction develops beyond surviving terminal bronchioli and supplies isolated alveoli with collateral ventilation. Although studies of the molecular mechanisms of tissue destruction in animal models of tobacco smoke-induced emphysema are beginning to provide clearer insight into the pathogenesis, the mechanism of tissue destruction appears to be significantly more complex than anticipated, and it is possible that different mechanisms produce similar pathological results. Nevertheless, these new results provide hope that therapeutic agents capable of either preventing or reversing the rapid decline in FEV₁ that leads to the dreadful consequences of end-stage COPD will eventually emerge.
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